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Abstract� Workload characterization is the basis for performance eval�
uation of computer systems	 Experimental approaches are commonly
adopted for this characterization	 The complexity of the new emerging
systems and of their workloads makes these approaches quite challenging	
This paper presents the main issues to be addressed in the framework
of workload characterization	 These issues are also discussed on two case
studies� which deal with the workloads of client
server environments and
parallel systems	

� Introduction

The performance of any type of system cannot be determined without knowing
the workload� that is� the requests being processed� Workload characterization
consists of a description of the workload by means of quantitative parameters
and functions� the objective is to derive a model able to show� capture� and
reproduce the behavior of the workload and its most important features�

Workload characterization dates back to early ���s� Since then this discipline
has evolved following the evolution of computer architectures� In the early days�
computers were mainframes and their workloads were basically composed of
batch jobs and transactions� The advent of time sharing systems and computer
networks has changed the approach of the users toward the systems� This advent�
which has been coupled with an increased processing power of the systems and
with the introduction of graphical user interfaces� has opened the systems to new
processing requirements� All this has also led to the development of distributed
systems and of client�server applications�

The new services provided on top of Internet� such as the World Wide Web�
have introduced the concept of multimedia workloads� These workloads consist
of a mix of di	erent types of application 
e�g�� �le transfers� real time audio ap�
plications characterized by di	erent performance requirements on the resources
of servers and clients as well as of the networks�
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Vector processors� multiprocessors� and parallel systems deserve their own
attention� Their workload consists of compute�intensive and I�O�intensive sci�
enti�c applications which take advantage in a variety of ways of the various
processing units of the system in order to reduce their overall execution time�

In these years� workload characterization has been addressing all the new
application domains� The techniques applied for this purpose have evolved ac�
cordingly to cope with the nature of the workloads which have become more
complex� There are many performance studies that have to be addressed by
means of workload characterization� Examples are competitive procurement� sys�
tem sizing� capacity planning� performance comparisons for marketing purposes�
Another key example is represented by benchmarking� The de�nition of bench�
mark suites to be used to test both the systems currently available and new
emerging systems has to rely on an accurate characterization of the workload
of these systems� Moreover� the design and evaluation of resource management
policies� such as caching policies for World Wide Web servers� require the knowl�
edge of the characteristics and behavior of the requests to be processed by the
servers� The design of e�cient parallelizing compilers has to rely on models able
to predict the behavior and the performance of parallel applications�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � describes the approaches com�
monly adopted for workload characterization� We focus on the issues to be ad�
dressed in this framework and on the various techniques used to build models
which resemble either the static and dynamic properties of the workload� Sec�
tions � and � present case studies where the workloads processed in client�server
environments and by parallel systems are analyzed� Future directions in the �eld
of workload characterization are outlined in Section ��

� Approach

The term �workload characteristics� refers to the demands placed by the requests
on the various system resources� Each request� that is� each workload component�
is described by a set of parameters which explain these demands� There are
static parameters related to hardware and software resource consumptions and
dynamic parameters related to the behavior of the requests� The magnitudes
of these parameters depend on the nature of the single request and can be
conveniently used to quantify the workload�

The approach commonly adopted for workload characterization is experi�
mental� that is� based on the analysis of measurements collected on the system
while the workload is being processed� Due to the complexity of the systems and
of their workloads� such an experimental approach becomes quite challenging�
Appropriate instrumentation has to be developed in order to ensure the quality
of the measurements which have to adjust to the characteristics of the systems
and of their workloads� To capture detailed information about the behavior of
the workload� it might be necessary to insert into the system probes� such as
event counters� Another issue to be addressed deals with the large amount of
collected measurements� A good tradeo	 between what has to be measured and



the amount of collected data has to be achieved� Moreover� the degree of in�
trusiveness and the overhead introduced by the instrumentation system have to
be as low as possible in order not to perturb the behavior of the system and
of its workload� Once the measurements are available� appropriate techniques
have to be applied for their analysis in order to ensure the accuracy and the
representativeness of the workload model which will be derived�

Several issues have to be addressed when building a workload model� Rep�
resentativeness is a measure of �t between the model and the actual workload�
The characteristics of a representative workload model must resemble those of
the actual workload with reasonable �delity while satisfying several practical
constraints� Modeling tends to smooth out details of the workload which might
be desirable to investigate� Hence� the concepts of model abstraction and how
much loss of information is acceptable have to be addressed� Another crucial
point is to assess the most �important� features to be included in a model�
There are many advantages in building and using workload models� A model is
typically arti�cial and generative� that is� it parametrically generates the work�
load� Hence� performance studies can be carried out without requiring actual
measurements which might be either not easily manageable or not available�
Moreover� portability and reproducibility requirements are fully met by work�
load models�

There is a large variety of techniques used for workload characterization�
Exploratory data analysis techniques are fundamental to uncover the essential
characteristics of the measured quantities and their relationships� Numerical
analysis techniques and stochastic processes are useful for reproducing the dy�
namic behavior of the workload�

Descriptive statistics of workload parameters 
e�g�� basic statistics� correla�
tions� distributions provide preliminary insights into the behavior of the work�
load� Emphasis has also to be put on visual examination of the data� Even
though the number of parameters describing the workload� that is� the data set
dimensionality� and the number of data points� that is� the number of work�
load components� may be quite large� data visualization suggests patterns which
might be not obvious from statistical summaries only� This is often the case of
the workloads processed by parallel systems�

Clustering is a numerical pattern recognition technique commonly adopted
in the framework of workload characterization� The goal is to �nd structures in
large volumes of data� The workload components are represented as points in a
multi dimensional space� whose dimension is equal to the number of parameters
used to describe the components� Clustering partitions the data space into groups
characterized by their centroids� that is� their geometric centers� The choice of
the quantitative parameters to be used for clustering has to be such that a
common description of the composition of each group can be easily obtained�
Moreover� the choice of these parameters has to be driven by the intended use of
the clustering outcomes� This is the case� for example� of the speci�cation of the
input of system models� The groups provided by clustering specify the classes



for these models� The parameters corresponding to the centroid of each group
are used as input parameters of system models�

It is also important to provide a description of the composition of each group
from a functional view point� In such a case� qualitative parameters� such as
request type� which are not advisable to use for clustering purposes� can be
pro�tably used to describe the workload components belonging to each group�
This information will drive� for example� the choice of representative workload
components to be used in benchmarking experiments�

Descriptive statistics and clustering have always been widely applied to work�
load characterization� Early papers 
see e�g�� ����� ����� ���� ���� focus on these
techniques in order to �nd a set of representative programs to be used for bench�
marking and for system modeling� The target of these studies is batch and inter�
active systems� whose workload components are described by parameters� such
as CPU time� number of I�O accesses� number of lines printed� amount of cen�
tral memory used� Qualitative parameters� such as programming language and
types of activity performed 
e�g�� editing� compilation� execution� are also used
to combine a functional description of the workload models with their quanti�
tative counterpart� General descriptive statistics are also used to characterize
the workload of personal computers and to derive the behavior of the users 
see
e�g�� �����

In most of these studies� only the static characteristics of the workload are
taken into account� When the dynamic behavior of the workload has to be an�
alyzed� descriptive approaches based on the application of graphical and math�
ematical methods are used� The objective is to derive workload models to be
incorporated into system models� such as simulation models� or into the descrip�
tion of operating system policies�
There is a variety of phenomena which have to be described from a dynamic
view point� In ����� statistical analysis of series of events is applied to the se�
quences of transactions initiated in a database system� The arrival rate of the
transactions is represented by means of a non homogeneous Poisson process ob�
tained as a superposition of a large number of non stationary point processes�
Numerical �tting techniques are applied in ���� to model the �uctuations charac�
terizing the patterns of the jobs arriving at a system� The combined application
of clustering and �tting techniques leads to the identi�cation of representative
arrival patterns� In ���� sequences of job steps in a job are modeled by means of
a Markov chain whose states represent the calls to the various programs 
e�g��
compilers� utilities� Stochastic models� based on Markov chains� are used in ����
to represent the workload of interactive systems at the task level�

Graph�based models are a common representation of the sequences of com�
mands issued by interactive users� User behavior graphs� introduced in ����� are
the most popular example of these types of model� The nodes of a user behavior
graph correspond to the various types of command� The arcs� with their associ�
ated probabilities� represent the sequences of commands as issued by the users�
Figure � shows an example of a user behavior graph consisting of eight nodes�
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Fig� �� User behavior graph consisting of eight nodes	

The introduction of graphical user interfaces based on multiple windows has
led to the development of models which have to take into account the charac�
teristics of these operating environments 
see e�g�� ����� A sort of parallelism
is introduced in the user behavior� in that a user can issue many commands
from di	erent windows� without having to wait for the completion of the current
one� All these commands are then simultaneously �active� in the system� Hence�
workload models have to generate these sequences of commands and reproduce
the parallelism characterizing their executions�

Moreover� with the advent of client�server environments� the hierarchical
nature of the workload� earlier recognized for interactive workloads 
����� has
become more evident and more relevant 
see e�g�� ���� Various systems are in�
volved in processing a single request� For example� a command issued by a user
from a workstation could be processed by the local workstation only or might
require� as in the case of distributed �le servers� processing from remote systems�
after having accessed the network� Hence� a single request is broken down into a
number of sub�requests which invoke services by di	erent systems� This means
that each system �sees� di	erent types of request� that is� a di	erent workload�
A number of layers� corresponding to the various systems which contribute to
process a request� can then be identi�ed for the characterization of the workload�
Di	erent parameters are used to describe the workload of each of these layers�

In this framework� the concept of networkload has been introduced 
����� The
networkload is a collection of user generated inputs or client generated events�
Figure � shows the layers 
i�e�� session� command� request of the hierarchy as
identi�ed in the networkload approach� A Probabilistic Context Free Grammar is
used to describe and generate these sequences� A generative model� characterized
by variable levels of hierarchy� is then obtained�

Recently� notions� such as self�similarity� have been shown to apply in the
framework of workload characterization 
����� The various types of network
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tra�c are characterized by a bursty nature and exhibit long�range dependence�
which can be represented by heavy�tailed distributions� The same applies to the
requests� e�g�� read� write� open� close� processed by a �le system 
����� Self�
similarity is able to capture and explain these phenomena�

More details about this approach and other techniques used to characterize
the workload will be described on the case studies presented in the following
sections�

� Workload of client�server environments

A client�server environment is typically composed of clients connected to servers
through a network� Examples of these environments are distributed �le systems�
distributed databases� World Wide Web and distributed multimedia systems�
The increasing complexity of the architectures of these systems makes their de�
sign and management quite challenging� The introduction of a large variety of
advanced services� such as integrated services for mobile users� makes these issues
even more crucial� In this framework� performance evaluation and� in particular�
workload characterization� are very helpful� Studies related to capacity plan�
ning� load balancing� resource allocation and scheduling� and congestion control
policies� rely on an accurate characterization of the workload of client�server en�
vironments� This characterization is also the basis for the de�nition of the input
parameters of models� aimed� for example� at performance prediction�

In a client�server environment� a client generates requests� which are trans�
mitted through a network� and received by a server� The server processes these
requests and sends back the replies to the client� Hence� client�server environ�
ments can be seen as hierarchically structured into three layers� namely client�
network� and server� Depending on the considered layer� workload consists of the



requests� as seen at the client or server layers� or of the packets �owing on the
network�

Workload characterization in client�server environments typically relies on
the analysis of measurements collected at each layer� The choice of what has to
be measured depends on the objective of the study� the workload characteris�
tics to be evaluated� and the availability of tools able to collect the appropriate
measures�
At the network layer� measurements� which can span hours and days 
see e�g��
����� ����� or time periods of weeks and months 
see e�g�� ����� have been often
collected� Software monitors� such as tcpdump� capture the packets �owing on
the network� and provide user level control of measurement collection� This con�
trol includes �ltering on a per host� protocol� or port basis� Information� such
as packet arrival times� packet lengths� as well as source and destination host�
and port number� are captured� Measurements can also be collected by means of
hardware monitors� Tools� such as sniffers� capture the packets �owing on the
network� and perform some preliminary analyses on them� Timing of the packet
arrivals� packet lengths� together with events� such as packet retransmissions�
are gathered�
At the client and server layers� the use of accounting routines provides measure�
ments about the processed requests� These measurements may not be enough
to fully characterize the behavior of the requests� In order to obtain more de�
tailed information� the availability of ad�hoc tools able to gather the events of
interest is required� A simple way to capture these events consists of modifying
the source codes of client or server applications by adding custom instrumenta�
tion� In the case of Web clients� browsers have been instrumented 
����� In such
a way� the arrival time of each request� the size of the requested �le� together
with the URL� session� user� and client identi�ers� are captured� At the server
layer� the instrumentation of the httpd daemon provides the CPU and disk de�
mands of each request 
����� In distributed �le systems� kernel instrumentation
is used to extract from each remote �le system information� such as �le lengths�
access�modi�cation times 
���� It should be noted that all these measurement
approaches require the availability of source codes�
From the analysis of the measurements collected at the client� network� and
server layers� a model of the overall workload of the client�server environment
can be obtained� Nevertheless� most of the studies characterize the workload of
each layer separately� by using the corresponding measurements�

Early studies at the network layer are based on measurements collected on
an Ethernet network 
see e�g�� ����� ����� The workload consists of sequences
of packets� The parameters typically considered for their characterization are
packet interarrival times� packet lengths� error rates� and network utilization�
For these parameters� basic statistics� together with their distributions� are com�
puted� Figures � and � show the distributions of packet lengths and interarrival
times� respectively� As can be seen� the packet lengths are characterized by a
bimodal distribution� whereas interarrival time distribution is heavy�tailed� In�
terarrival times are not statistically independent� that is� with a high probability



a packet is followed by a second packet within a deterministic time which depends
on the protocol� packet length� and tra�c intensity� Hence� Poisson models� his�
torically used for modeling network tra�c� are inappropriate to represent packet
arrival process�
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The network tra�c can also be analyzed from a functional view point� In �����
the composition of the tra�c has been studied on a per protocol basis� It has
been shown that three protocols� namely TCP� NFS� and ND 
Network Disk�
carry most of the tra�c� For each of these protocols� parameters� such as packet
interarrival times� are analyzed� From the interarrival time distributions� it has
been discovered� for example� that TCP is �slow� compared to NFS and ND�



The ��th percentile of the interarrival time distribution of TCP packets is equal
to �� ms� For ND packets� this percentile is equal to �� ms�
A functional description of the tra�c can also be obtained by recognizing in�
tranetwork and internetwork tra�c� From the analysis of source�destination pat�
terns� the distribution of the tra�c among servers can be studied� The tra�c is
typically unevenly distributed and concentrated to and from specialized servers�
like gateways� information servers� �le servers� print servers�

Recent studies 
see e�g�� ����� ���� have introduced the concept of �self�
similarity� as a fundamental characteristic of network tra�c� This concept ap�
plies to both local and wide area networks� Packet arrivals are characterized by
a bursty nature� The tra�c measured on the network is seen as the aggrega�
tion of bursty tra�c generated by independent sources� as the number of tra�c
sources increases� burstiness of the total tra�c increases� The burstiness of the
arrivals� already discovered in earlier studies 
����� is the most evident charac�
teristic of self�similarity� By plotting the packet arrival counts� i�e�� the number
of packet arrivals per time unit� and changing the time unit� the arrival pattern
maintains the same bursty structure on di	erent time scales� Poisson arrivals�
on the contrary� become smoother at coarser time scales� This bursty arrival
process has been discovered as characterizing the overall and the per protocol
tra�c� For example� both telnet and ftp packet arrivals are characterized by
a self�similar behavior� Figure � shows the typical behavior of a bursty arrival
process� Figures �
a and �
b show the count of Ethernet packet arrivals for
time units equal to ��� and ���� seconds� respectively�
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Statistical methods for estimating the degree of self�similarity are the time�
domain analysis based on R�S statistic� the variance�time analysis� and the
spectral�domain method using periodograms 
����� Figure � shows the plots of
these three statistics for tra�c measured during one day on an Ethernet network�
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All the three methods provide an estimate of the Hurst parameter� which is
used for quantifying the degree of self�similarity� In our example� the slopes of
the R�S statistic 
Fig� �
a and variance curve 
Fig� �
b give a value of the
Hurst parameter equal to ���� which means high degree of self�similarity� The



spectral�domain method 
Fig� �
c is less accurate� and it only con�rms what
provided by the other two methods�
The phenomenon of self�similarity has also been discovered as characterizing
the network tra�c associated with the requests issued by Web clients and with
replies of Web servers 
����� In particular� the distribution of the length of the
replies is heavy tailed� i�e�� the replies are large with non negligible probability�
whereas the length of the requests has a bimodal distribution�

At the client and the server layers� the workload consists of the sequences of
the requests generated by clients and processed by servers� At the client layer�
requests are described by means of parameters� such as the arrival time� and the
size of the requested �le� In Web environments� these parameters are character�
ized by heavy�tailed distributions 
see e�g�� ����� ����� In the case of �le sizes�
the tail of their distribution is due to multimedia applications� Even though the
distribution of text �les is itself heavy�tailed� the combined use of �les carrying
text� image� audio� and video� has the e	ect to increase the length of the tail�
The analysis of the size of a �le and of the number of times it is accessed pro�
vides a characterization of the user behavior� An inverse correlation has been
discovered between these parameters� that is� users tend to access small �les�

Workload invariants are identi�ed frommeasurements on Web servers� These
invariants refer to characteristics that apply across di	erent servers 
���� Invari�
ants are the percentage of accesses to valid �les� �le types� mean transfer size�
percentage of requests to di	erent �les� �le size distribution� and parameters
related to �le referencing behavior� e�g�� frequency of reference� inter�reference
times� percentage of remote requests� A non�uniform referencing behavior char�
acterizes the servers� Figure � shows the cumulative frequency of �le accesses for
six Web servers� As can be seen� there are very few �les responsible for most of
the requests received by each server�
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As already pointed out� a model of the overall workload of a client�server en�
vironment has to be based on the analysis of measurements collected at network�
client� and server layers� These models are typically used as input for analytic



and simulation models aimed at predicting the performance of the systems�
In ����� a generative model� which re�ects the hierarchical nature of the
client�server workload� is built� The data collected at di	erent layers 
i�e�� ses�
sion� command� request is analyzed independently to estimate its characterizing
parameters and to reduce it by means of clustering� Further analyses provide es�
timates of the mapping between layers� A networkload model is then obtained
and used as input to simulation model of a single server multiple client network�
In ����� the workload of internet and intranet Web servers is characterized with
the aim of deriving the input parameters of a capacity planning model of the
Web server� The requests issued by the clients are subdivided into three classes�
according to the types of �le accessed on the server 
i�e�� text� image� CGI� Each
class of requests is described by its service demands� e�g�� CPU time and disk
demand at the server� and network delay� A layered queueing network model of
the Web server is built for predicting the client and server response times�
In ����� measurements collected at the client and server layers are used in combi�
nation to drive the scheduling policies of a distributed Web server� A number of
workload parameters are derived from these measurements in order to balance
the load among servers�
A generative workload model of a distributed �le server is presented in ���� The
workload is described by the frequency distribution of �le server requests� the
request interarrival time distribution� the �le referencing behavior� and the dis�
tribution of sizes of read and write requests� The workload model generates
requests to the server by sampling these distributions�

Train models� �rst introduced in ���� to model packet arrivals in a token
ring local area network� have been recently used to reproduce self�similarity of
ATM� Ethernet� and Web tra�c 
see e�g�� ����� ����� ����� A train is seen as a
sequence of �ON� and �OFF� periods� During ON periods� packets arrive at
regular intervals� whereas during OFF periods there are no packet arrivals 
see
Fig� �� ON and OFF periods are characterized by heavy�tailed distributions�
and are modeled by means of Pareto distributions� The overall tra�c of the
network can then be generated by superposing sources of tra�c� each represented
by a train model� Other models� such as fractional Gaussian noises 
���� and
fractional ARIMA processes 
���� can be used for the generation of self�similar
tra�c�
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It should be noted that all these case studies enforce the importance of an
accurate characterization of the workload of client�server environments� whose
requests are characterized by di	erent performance and quality of service re�
quirements� Indeed� the more detailed the workload description is� the better
will be the performance predictions�



� Workload of parallel systems

The workload of parallel systems is represented by the applications being pro�
cessed� The driving factor in developing parallel applications is to get better
performance� i�e�� to solve a given problem in a shorter time or to be able to solve
bigger problems� Workload characterization focuses on the performance issues
which have to be addressed to meet such objectives� Tuning� performance debug�
ging and diagnosis require an accurate characterization of parallel applications�
A detailed description of parallel applications is also required by performance
prediction studies aimed� for example� at the design and evaluation of scheduling
policies�

A parallel application is a collection of interrelated tasks that interact through
a predetermined �ow of control� Each task consists of a functional block 
i�e�� a
sequence of statements which is executed on a given processor� in turn� di	erent
tasks can be allocated to di	erent processors� Data and functional dependencies
existing among the various tasks are translated into communications and syn�
chronizations activities� which can be based on explicit message passing or on
shared memory� A typical representation of parallel applications is based on task
graphs whose nodes correspond to the functional blocks and whose arcs corre�
spond to the dependencies existing among them� Figure � shows an example of
a task graph�
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Fig� �� Example of a task graph	



From the task graph� parameters and metrics are derived in order to obtain
qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the behavior of parallel applications�
Early studies 
see e�g�� ����� ���� focus on the analysis of these graphs with the
aim of describing the inherent parallelism of the applications�
Parameters� like the maximum cut� the depth� the average parallelism� and the
sequential fraction� can be directly derived from the task graph� The maximum
cut� that is� the maximum number of arcs taken over all possible cuts from the
initial to the �nal node� provides the maximum theoretical degree of parallelism�
The depth� that is� the longest path between the initial and �nal node� is directly
related to the overall execution time� The average parallelism is de�ned as the
average number of �active� tasks during the execution of the application� The
sequential fraction is the fraction of the overall execution time which cannot
bene�t from parallel execution 
����
From the task graph� the overall execution time of an application has to be es�
timated by computing the execution time of each task and considering the data
and functional dependencies existing among tasks� The execution time of each
task is itself estimated by considering the number of instructions executed� the
number of clock cycles per instruction� and the processor clock cycle time�
All these parameters provide preliminary insights into the parallelism that can
be exploited by an application� The dynamic aspects of the application are not
captured� Metrics� like the parallelism pro�le and the application shape� have to
be used to investigate such aspects� The parallelism pro�les and the application
shape can refer to estimated or actual execution of the application� The paral�
lelism pro�le plots� as a function of the execution time� the number of active
tasks� The application shape is the fraction of execution time in which a given
number of tasks is active� Examples of these metrics are shown in Figure ���
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More details about the behavior of parallel applications are obtained by incor�
porating into the parallelism pro�le various types of parallelism delay� such as
contention and access delays to shared resources� overhead delays of transferring
and initiating the various tasks of the application�

Even though these pro�les are based on the analysis of the task graph and on
estimates of the achievable performance only� they represent a �rst attempt to
take into account the interactions of the application with the underlying parallel
system� However� for most scienti�c parallel applications building a task graph is
infeasible� Moreover� the actual performance is in�uenced by a large number of



aspects related to the algorithms used and to their interactions with the parallel
system� It is then important to gather information from the execution of the
applications� Measurement based approaches work for this purpose� Depending
on the objective of the study� measurements are collected at various levels of
details� The selection of what has to be measured is critical� Indeed� there is a
tradeo	 between the amount of details to be measured and the perturbations
introduced in the behavior of the application being measured�

Measurements are obtained by monitoring the applications� Instrumentation
has to be statically or dynamically added to operating system schedulers� com�
munication libraries� or source code of the applications 
����� Events� associated�
for example� with the begin or end of portions of application source code 
e�g��
subroutines� loops� arbitrary sequences of statements or with communication
statements� are monitored� During the execution of an application� when an
event occurs� a time stamp� and the identi�ers of the event itself and of the
processor where the event occurred� are captured�
Flexible techniques have to be applied for selecting and presenting the most rel�
evant characteristics of the application from the overwhelming amount of details
contained into the measurements� In this framework� visualization techniques
are important in that they highlight the behavior of the application by means
of various types of graphical representation 
see e�g�� �����

A parallel application can be analyzed under di	erent perspectives and at
di	erent levels of abstraction� Parameters and metrics describing its static and
dynamic behavior are extracted from the measurements� Preliminary informa�
tion about the behavior of the whole application can be provided by timing
parameters� such as execution� computation� communication� and I�O times�
and volume parameters� such as number of �oating point operations� communi�
cations� and I�O operations� These parameters summarize the behavior of the
application by showing the tradeo	 between actual computation� communication
and synchronization activities� and I�O requirements�

The dynamic behavior of an application is described by means of pro�les�
which express� as a function of the execution time� the number of processors
involved simultaneously in a speci�c activity� Execution pro�les describe the
overall behavior of the applications�
In the case of applications which rely on communication libraries� such as MPI
and PVM� the characterization of communication activities is particularly criti�
cal because of the large variety of available protocols and bu	ering policies� Com�
munication pro�les re�ect the overall behavior of the communications�Moreover�
the pro�les can be specialized on a per protocol basis� Figure ��
a shows an ex�
ample of a communication pro�le for an application executed with �� processors�
The pro�le corresponding to the MPI Allreduce protocol is shown in Fig� ��
b�

The analysis of the parallel applications as a function of the number of allo�
cated processors� that is� the scalability of the applications� can be addressed by
performance metrics� derived from timing parameters� The speedup is a �gure of
merit of the exploitation of available parallelism� in that� it is a measure of how
much the execution time decreases with an increase in the number of allocated
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Fig� ��� Communication pro�le �a� and MPI Allreduce pro�le �b�	

processors� Figure �� shows a speedup curve of an application executed with a
number of processors ranging from � up to ���

Note that the increase of the number of allocated processors does not always
lead to performance improvements� As can be seen� there is a degradation of
the performance when the number of processors is increased from �� to ��� The
bene�t from allocating additional processors does not compensate the costs due
to the increased synchronization and communication activities�
The e	ective exploitation of the allocated processors can also be assessed by
performance metrics� like e�ciency and e�cacy�

There is a number of studies� e�g�� design of scheduling policies� performance
prediction� tuning� performance debugging and diagnosis� which rely on a de�
tailed characterization of parallel applications� For example� when dealing with
the design and the evaluation of scheduling policies� a parallel application is de�
scribed in terms of number of processors it requires and the time it takes to be
executed 
see e�g�� ����� ����� Moreover� the arrival process of the applications
has to be speci�ed by appropriate distributions� such as Poisson distributions
and experimental distributions derived by �tting actual arrivals 
�����
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Other performance studies� dealing with performance debugging and diagnosis�
focus on the analysis of the various portions of application source code� e�g��
loops� subroutines� arbitrary code segments� Pro�ling techniques provide for each
portion of the code the execution time together with the number of times it
has been executed� In such a way� as in the case of sequential applications�
the �heaviest� portions of the code� where the application spends its time� are
identi�ed�
Moreover� the behavior of an application can be described under a multiplicity
of views� each addressing a speci�c aspect of its execution 
����� For example�
processor and data parallelism views can be obtained� These views describe the
behavior of the individual processors� with respect to the data it has to process�
and the interactions among the processors� with respect to their communication
and synchronization activities�
The analysis of the behavior of the individual processors is particularly useful
for data parallel applications where the parallelism is basically exploited by
distributing the data among the allocated processors� For example� processor
views identify the presence of unevenly distributed data� In such a case� the
processors are characterized by �irregular� behavior� that is� the load of the
various processors becomes unbalanced and synchronization delays arise�

Another approach toward a detailed description of a parallel application is
based on the identi�cation of phases� used to represent the execution behavior of
the application� The phases refer to the algorithms used or to speci�c activities�
such as computation� communication� and I�O� An application is then seen as a
sequence of phases�
In ����� the execution pro�le of an application is analyzed with the aim of iden�
tifying the phases it consists of� The pro�le is seen as a sequence of alternating
periods of roughly uniform processor utilization separated by periods of sudden
transition in processor utilization� These phases are analyzed with respect to
their speedup behavior in order to gain insights into the performance and the
scalability of the application� Figure ��
a shows an example of an execution
pro�le� As can be seen� there are periods characterized by high variance in the
number of utilized processors� The use of smoothing techniques reduces this vari�



ance and eases the identi�cation of the phases� Figure ��
b shows the execution
pro�le smoothed by least squares�
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Fig� ��� Execution pro�le �a� and pro�le smoothed by least squares �b� ���	

In ����� the characterization of the phases of computational �uid dynamics
applications� which solve partial di	erential equations� yields the identi�cation
of tuning methodologies based on resource utilization pro�les as well as the eval�
uation of the performance of heterogeneous metacomputing environments� This
characterization relies on a top�down approach� Measurements collected at the
system level� together with a domain speci�c knowledge of this class of applica�
tions� are used to characterize the phases� The application is seen as alternating
computation and communication phases� This alternation is described by means
of interarrival times between successive communication phases� length of com�
putation and communication phases� Each of these parameters is speci�ed by an
appropriate probability distribution�

The phases identi�ed in this study are typical of explicit message passing
applications� whose parallelism is expressed by means of communication state�
ments� In the case of parallel applications which use high level languages� such
as High Performance Fortran 
HPF� the parallelism is expressed by means of
directives provided by the language itself� The compiler will take advantage of
these directives to parallelize the applications� The performance of these appli�
cations is in�uenced by the parallelization strategies adopted by the compiler�
whereas the performance of explicit message passing applications is mainly in�
�uenced by communication mechanisms�
Explicit message passing applications require a detailed characterization of the
communication activities 
see e�g�� ����� ����� The characterization of HPF ap�
plications has to focus on the costs of the parallelization strategies 
see e�g�� ����
These costs are seen as overhead� which results into an increase of the execu�
tion time of the application� The execution time can be broken down according
to the various activities required by the parallelization� The evaluation of these
costs is useful for both application and compiler developers� The impact of HPF
directives on the performance of the application and the e�ciency of the paral�



lelization strategies adopted by the compiler are assessed� Figure �� shows the
pro�ling of the INDEPENDENT loops of an HPF application� For each loop� the
�gure also presents the breakdown of the execution time with respect to the
costs associated with the distribution of work and data among the allocated
processors�
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Fig� ��� Breakdown of the execution time of HPF INDEPENDENT loops	

Parallel scienti�c applications� typically described as computation intensive�
are becoming more I�O intensive� due to the large volume of data to be ma�
nipulated� The e�ciency and the scalability of an application are in�uenced by
its I�O requirements� Moreover� these requirements in�uence the design of high
performance I�O systems�
Recent studies 
see e�g�� ����� ����� have addressed the characterization of I�O
requirements of parallel applications� These studies analyze a set of applications�
whose access patterns are representative of the behavior of most scienti�c appli�
cations� The characterization focuses on the behavior of I�O requests� such as
seeks� reads� and writes� Each of these I�O requests is described by its count and
its duration� The analysis of the temporal and spatial patterns of I�O requests
shows the burstiness of the accesses and their non sequential behavior� as well
as the presence of interleaved and strided patterns� These patterns help in iden�
tifying phases in the I�O activities of an application� An application typically
starts by reading its data set� then� it might use temporary �les� as in the case
of out of core computations� Finally� the application writes back the results of
its execution�
The distributions of the size of various types of request describe the variability
of the volume of the data being accessed� Figure �� shows the cumulative distri�
butions of the read sizes for three scienti�c applications� As can be seen� these
distributions are very di	erent�
In ����� a model of parallel applications� used to examine the impact of the I�O
on their behavior and analyze resource scheduling policies� is formulated� The
model captures the I�O and computation characteristics of the applications�
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An application is seen as a sequence of phases� consisting of a single burst of
computation followed by a single burst of I�O� A generalization of the speedup
with respect to both processor and disk resources is also derived�

� Future Directions

The increased complexity of computer architectures and of their operating en�
vironments and the advent of new frontiers of computing enforce the use of
workload characterization as the basis for performance studies� Design and tun�
ing of new emerging systems� such as mail servers� name servers� Java virtual
machines� mobile systems� require accurate studies of their workloads� The same
applies to the design of software components� such as graphical user interfaces�
teleconferencing applications� parallelizing compilers� For example� the perfor�
mance of applications with graphical user interfaces is the re�ection of user
perception� Hence� the characterization of these applications has to rely on low�
level measurements of the user generated events� such as keystrokes and mouse
clicks� which represent the load of the systems�

New measurement and methodological approaches have to be introduced in
order to cope with all these performance requirements which have also to be
coupled with quality of service requirements� Moreover� since workload charac�
terization� like performance evaluation� is still considered more as an art than as
a science� the availability of integrated environments and tools able to address
the performance issues encountered in the various application domains will help
in mastering this art� For example� the design of e�cient policies for managing
the hardware and software resources of the systems will bene�t from an auto�
mated process for collecting� analyzing� and modeling workload measurements�
The development of tools able to automatically identify the bottlenecks and the
sources of performance degradation� and to provide hints about possible solu�
tions will also be very useful�
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